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F.F.S.C.FIGHT FOR SNOW CONES

Davis Cheng (Y4, CIS)

Ping darted left and right as 
swift as a puppy, dodging Farant’s  
(a leopard seal)  snapping jaws. 
Frantically searching for cover, 
Ping was cornered between two 
glaciers. An unexpected random 
white blur took Ping, and then left 
in a flash  to an iceberg .

Farant was puzzled. Just a 
minute ago he was chasing a 
speedy penguin, and a moment 
later he disappeared (Farant is 
very stupid). He thought this was 
magic. Clearly, he was wrong.

Meanwhile at the iceberg 
where the mysterious white blur 
took Ping, he opened his eyes. He 
saw a cute white figure next to 
him. At first, he thought it was 
Farant but it couldn’t be. It was 
too cute and small. Where am I? 
Who saved me? Am I dead? A 
small voice said, “You’re at my 
iceberg.” Ping was just as puzzled 
as Farant at this moment.

It turned out that the  
mysterious white blur was Harpy, 
the fastest, cutest harp seal on 
earth. Ping found that Harpy had 
no mom or dad, he decided to 

adopt him. Ping was happy with 
Harpy, whenever he was in danger 
Harpy would save him.

One night, Harpy heard Ping 
read a story called “Snow  Cone 
Paradise” . He was so inspired by 
the book he wanted Ping to take 
him there. Ping said the only way 
to get there was for him to make 
a dream come true machine (the 
dream come true machine will only 
work if two animals dream about 
the same thing). They tried and 
tried but they just couldn't 
dream about the same thing. One 
other night, Harpy dreamt that 
he met a n o l d p o l a r bear 
(predictably wise) that told Harpy 
the only way that they could get 
to Snow Cone Paradise was to 
read the book at midnight and fall 
asleep.

When Harpy told Ping, he 
made instant sleeping pills and 
knew the way to get there in 
reality was a fighter jet to fly 
over the multiple obstacles and to 
get over the gates of “Snow Cone 
Paradise” and the night they did 
that (95253647747473763636 

B.C February 1) the dream come 
true machine was a success !  That 
was the good news. The bad news 
was that there were golden and 
silver hawks in the sky. The jet 
had a wing malfunction! They were 
crash landing! They could see 
Snow Cone Paradise from there 
and had to turn around in order to 
be able to have a chance to get to 
the destination. 

Unfortunately, the jet’s right 
w i n g m a l f u n c t i o n e d , t h e 
accelerator pedal broke and there 
were no more missiles. Will our 
heroes make it? Ping and Harpy 
were bruised and hurt a bit. The 
sweet scent of snow cones was 
overwhelming them. They were a 
bit dizzy so they didn’t know that 
they were over the gates of snow 
cone and when they saw that, they 
celebrated and ate snow cones out 
of the floor. They were happy and 
wanted to tell their parents. Ping 
and Harpy had multi-flavoured 
slushies, snow cones for all three 
meals and could have a snow cone 
beach and the water was made out 
of slushies without the slush! 

Moral:              
Do not give up!


